Introduction
============

In plants, members of the MADS-box gene family play important roles during diverse aspects of plant development and have been implicated in regulating e.g., floral transition and floral meristem and organ identity (see e.g., [@B40] and references within). MADS is an acronym for the four founding members of this gene family: *MCM1* from *Saccharomyces cerevisiae, AGAMOUS* from *Arabidopsis thaliana, DEFICIENS* from *Antirrhinum majus*, and *SRF* from *Homo sapiens* ([@B48]). MADS-box genes encode transcription factors. Evolutionary studies in seed plants have demonstrated that angiosperms and gymnosperms share orthologous MADS-box genes, and that these orthologs in many cases also are involved in similar biological processes. For a comprehensive review see [@B15]. For instance, MADS-box genes regulating carpel development in angiosperms have orthologous genes in gymnosperms involved in female cone development ([@B58]; [@B64]).

We have previously produced inbred crosses of a naturally occurring spruce mutant *Picea abies* (var.) *acrocona* ([@B61]). As reported, one quarter of the segregating sibling population resulting from those crosses initiated cones early, already during the second growth cycle, which suggests that genes of importance for vegetative to reproductive phase change are ectopically activated in the *acrocona* mutant. We have identified mature mRNA transcripts of the gene *DEFICIENS AGAMOUS LIKE 19 (DAL19)* as being specifically upregulated in cone-setting shoots of early cone-setting *acrocona* plants ([@B61]). DAL19 belongs to the MIKC-type of MADS-box transcription factor proteins. MIKC refers to the different protein domains found in a class of plant-specific MADS-box genes ([@B15]): M is short for the MADS-domain, which is responsible for DNA binding, I is a variable intervening region sometimes also referred to as the Linker, the K-domain is a keratin-like domain responsible for protein-protein interactions, and C is a variable C-terminal region ([@B33]), which in some MADS-box genes has been shown to encode activation domains ([@B30]).

Phylogenetic analyses have demonstrated that *DAL19*, together with closely related gymnosperm genes, form a distinct subclade in the MADS-box gene phylogeny ([@B61]). The gymnosperm genes form a sister-clade to angiosperm *TM3*-like genes, which harbors the floral integrator *SUPPRESSOR OF OVEREXPRESSION OF CO 1 (SOC1)*, also known as *AGAMOUSLIKE20 (AGL20)* from *Arabidopsis thaliana* ([@B16]). SOC1 and its orthologs in other angiosperm species, integrate several flowering signals derived from e.g., temperature, aging, plant hormones, and photoperiod to regulate the transition from vegetative to reproductive phase ([@B11]), and ([@B16]) hypothesize that at least some members in the gymnosperm TM3 sister-clade perform similar functions.

The *DAL19* transcripts were first cloned by 3′ and 5′ Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends (RACE), and by mRNA *in situ* hybridization shown to be preferentially expressed in the abaxial part of the ovuliferous scales in female cones ([@B8]). Sequence comparison between the *DAL19* clone (KC347015) presented in [@B8] and the assembled *DAL19* transcript presented in [@B61] (*Acr42124_1*) revealed distinct sequence differences in the 5′ part of the transcript that are all contained within the first exon.

[@B38] showed that massively parallel short-read mRNA sequencing could be used together with a well-annotated reference genome to map reads across splice junctions to identify novel transcript isoforms in mouse and human. Later studies in plants employed reference-guided assembly of short-read mRNA sequencing to annotate reference genomes with new alternatively spliced transcript isoforms in *Arabidopsis thaliana* ([@B36]), *Zea mays* ([@B59]), and *Brachypodium distachyon* ([@B34]). However, in organisms where high-quality reference genomes are not available, *de novo* transcriptome assembly ([@B45]; [@B14]; [@B47]) is the only approach available for transcript isoform reconstruction from short reads ([@B10]). Unfortunately, current methods for *de novo* transcriptome assembly have difficulties reconstructing full-length transcript isoforms ([@B53]; [@B65]; [@B10]). Several recent plant studies adopted a hybrid sequencing approach where long, error-corrected reads derived from Pacific Biosciences' isoform sequencing technology, Iso-Seq, were used to identify novel transcripts, and short, high-quality reads from massively parallel mRNA sequencing were used to correct and quantify those transcripts by reference-guided assembly ([@B65]; [@B1]; [@B63]; [@B31]) or by reference-free assembly ([@B18]).

Hybrid sequencing studies of organisms with a well-annotated reference genome found evidence that the inclusion of Iso-Seq reads increased the sensitivity to alternatively splicing transcript isoforms. In root tissue of *Salvia miltiorrhiza*, [@B65] reported detecting 110,715 and 1,109,011 known splice junctions with Illumina short reads and Iso-Seq, respectively. Using just Iso-Seq reads, [@B1] increased the number of known transcript isoforms in sorghum from 2,950 to 10,053, and [@B63] increased the number of known transcript isoforms in *Zea mays* from 63,540 to 111,151. However, when compared on a transcriptome coverage basis, long reads from Iso-Seq are substantially more expensive than Illumina short reads, and this is reflected in the lack of long-read sequencing depth to identify uncommon transcripts in both [@B31] and [@B18]. For example, [@B31] found that their Iso-Seq data only covered 62% of the multi-exonic genes in their chosen reference gene model, and [@B18] found that only 87% of Illumina short reads mapped back to transcript isoforms derived from Iso-Seq.

In this study, we only had Iso-Seq reads from pooled sample sequencing available, but our interest was in exploring the transcript isoforms in a subset of those samples for which we had short reads from total mRNA sequencing (RNA-seq). Lacking a finished reference genome for *P. abies* we tried assembling our short reads with Trinity ([@B14]) and Oases ([@B47]), two popular assemblers built around De Bruijn graphs. Unfortunately, these methods did not reconstruct *DAL19* isoforms well, so we developed a novel approach that combines naive assembly from a De Bruijn graph with kallisto ([@B6]). We use this approach to construct a parsimonious set of full-length transcript isoforms for *DAL19.*

We verify the presence of multiple mature mRNA transcript isoforms of *DAL19* using three independent methods: (i) Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends (RACE) followed by Sanger sequencing ([@B66]), (ii) a novel method for *de novo* assembly of short RNA-seq reads *in silico*, and (iii) PacBio Iso-Seq RNA sequencing ([@B50]). Furthermore, we map the *DAL19* transcripts derived from Sanger sequencing to the genome sequences of *P. abies* and the closely related *Picea glauca* to address whether these *DAL19* transcripts are transcribed from one single locus, and hence can be considered transcript isoforms, or if these transcripts are transcribed from multiple loci.

In *P. abies*, female and male cones and vegetative shoots are initiated as buds on the growing shoots, i.e., female and male cones are formed from separate meristems ([@B17]). Differential expression of the different isoforms in these tissues would be evidence that these isoforms are biologically relevant. Therefore, to address if the *DAL19* variants play distinct roles during development, we assay their transcription in young developing buds using quantitative Real-Time PCR (qRT-PCR) and mRNA *in situ* hybridization methods.

Finally, we address whether the observed pattern of multiple splice variants of *DAL19* is also present in other members of the MADS-box gene family in *P. abies*. Using our novel method for *de novo* assembly of short RNA-seq reads *in silico* and using long-read PacBio Iso-Seq RNA-seq data, we provide evidence for extensive alternative splicing of mutually exclusive exons among *P. abies* MADS-box genes that form a sister clade to angiosperm *TM3*-like genes. These findings suggest that vegetative to reproductive phase change and cone setting in *P. abies* are regulated by a genetic mechanism fine-tuned by the usage of different MADS-box isoforms in different bud types.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Plant Material
--------------

Plant material was collected from an adult tree of Norway spruce (*Picea abies* L. Karst.) at the Rörby seed orchard (latitude 59°54′ N) outside of Uppsala, Sweden. Male, female, and vegetative buds were collected during two distinct developmental phases of early bud development: (i) meristematic buds before or at the onset of lateral organ formation, (ii) buds that had progressed into active lateral organ formation and cell differentiation. Meristematic buds were collected on August 1st 2016. Lateral organ initiating buds were collected on August 16th 2015 or on September 12th 2016. In our study, a biological replicate consisted of a pool of three buds of one bud type from one adult tree. All plant materials used for RNA preparations were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at --70°C. Plant materials used for *in situ* hybridization experiments were directly collected into fixative media according to [@B20].

Samples for PacBio Iso-Seq sequencing were collected from several tissue types and conditions to give a broad representation of transcripts expressed in *Picea abies*. In total, 33 samples were collected and the tissue types included: (i) developmental samples of roots, hypocotyl, SAM and cotyledons, vegetative-, male- and female buds, pollen, ovuliferous scales and ovules, (ii) diurnal samples of cambial tissue, (iii) vascular samples of xylem and phloem, and (iv) cold stress samples of roots. All samples collected for PacBio Iso-Seq sequencing were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at --70°C. Total RNA was prepared as described below (see RNA Preparation) and the resulting RNA-samples were pooled before performing PacBio Iso-Seq sequencing (see RNA Sequencing). We describe the samples in Supplementary Table [S1](#TS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

RNA Preparation
---------------

Tissue homogenization, extraction, CHISAM (chloroform/isoamylalcohol 24:1) purification and isopropanol precipitation CHhomoRNA were performed as described by [@B2]. Resulting RNA pellets were dissolved in 350 μl RLT buffer (Qiagen RNeasy Kit) and long mRNAs were separated from microRNAs according to manufacturer's instructions (Qiagen RNeasy Kit, Qiagen, Carlsbad, CA, United States).

Cloning of *DAL19* Transcripts
------------------------------

Alternative mature mRNA transcript ends of *DAL19* were verified by synthesizing cDNA ends from mixed bud tissues (male, female and vegetative) and performing 5′ RACE and 3′ RACE according to the manufacturer protocol (FirstChoice^®^ RLM-RACE Kit, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Vilnius, Lithuania). Primers that were used in this approach are listed in Supplementary Tables [S2B,C](#TS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Isolated alternative cDNA ends from 5′ RACE and 3′ RACE were cloned into the PCR blunt II Topo vector and transformed into *Escherichia coli* according to manufacturer instructions (Zero Blunt^®^ TOPO^®^ PCR Cloning Kit, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, United States). Transformants that carried the correct insert were selected using colony-PCR with gene specific primers and RACE primers provided by the kit listed in Supplementary Table [S2](#TS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Plasmids were prepared using the GeneZet plasmid mini prep kit according to manufacturer instruction (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Vilnius, Lithuania). All plasmids were sent to GATC Biotech, Germany, for sequence verification.

Quantitative Real-Time PCR
--------------------------

qRT-PCR was performed using CFX-connect Real-Time System on 96-well PCR plates with adhesive seals (Bio-Rad Laboratories). Expression was analyzed in three distinct biological samples of each tissue type, except for vegetative buds collected on September 12th 2016 in which one sample was lost due to RNA degradation. Each biological sample was analyzed in triplicate. Primers used to quantify expression levels are provided in Supplementary Table [S2D](#TS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The expression data of each gene was normalized against the expression of three reference genes, *ACTIN, POLYUBIQUITIN*, and *HISTONE2A.* PCR amplifications were carried out using the Maxima SYBR Green/ROX qPCR kit (ThermoScientific, Vilnius, Lithuania). Total 10 ng cDNA was used in 25 μl PCR reaction. PCR cycling conditions were followed by the manufacturer instructions. The reactions were run for 40 cycles. Melt curves were generated to ensure product uniformity at the end of each run. Inter-run connector samples were included in all studies to correct for the use of multiple plates. Calculations and normalizations were done using the CFX software based on the "ΔCt or ΔΔCt methods" (Bio-Rad).

Statistical analyses were performed using R 3.4.2. Normalized gene expression values from qRT-PCR experiments were used as an input dataset in the analyses. Student's *t*-test was performed to assess the significance of differences of gene expression between samples.

*In situ* Hybridization
-----------------------

Tissue fixation, embedding, sectioning, *in situ* section pre-treatment, and preparation of hybridization solutions were performed as described by [@B20]. LNA probes with complementary sequences to *DAL19* variants were synthesized, 5′ and 3′ digoxigenin-labeled (Exiqon) (Supplementary Table [S2E](#TS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and then hybridized at 52°C. *In situ* post hybridization was performed as described previously ([@B20]). The images of hybridization signals were taken using Zeiss Axioplan microscope equipped with an AxioCam ICc 5 camera.

RNA Sequencing
--------------

2 × 125 bp short-read paired-end RNA sequencing of mRNA-enriched male, female, and vegetative bud samples collected on August 1st 2016 was performed using a HiSeq2500 with v4-sequencing chemistry by The SNP & SEQ Technology Platform in Uppsala, Sweden. We pre-processed all reads by removing ribosomal RNA with SortMeRNA version 2.1b ([@B22]), and by removing adapters and low-quality parts of reads with Trimmomatic version 0.36 ([@B5]). The complete command can be found in Supplementary File [S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The SNP & SEQ Technology Platform in Uppsala, Sweden, performed PacBio Iso-Seq sequencing of the pooled samples on a PacBio Sequel System. They processed the raw reads with the SMRTLink v5.0.1 Iso-Seq workflow to obtain circular consensus (CCS) reads. We present the subset of reads associated with *DAL1*-*DAL41*. Remaining reads will be made available at the conifer genomic resource database^[1](#fn01){ref-type="fn"}^.

Discovery of Putative MADS-Box Core Region Sequences
----------------------------------------------------

We compiled a list of 32 previously published *P. abies* MADS-box genes ([@B8]) as well as ten newly identified full-length MIKC MADS-box genes retrieved from PlantGenIE.org ([@B54]), here denoted *DAL31*- *DAL41* (Supplementary Table [S3](#TS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We identified the full length MIKC MADS-box genes by performing BLAST searches using the option BLASTN- nucleotide query to nucleotide db and selecting blast DB *P. abies* 1.0 (complete) ([@B54]). BLAST searches resulted in several scaffolds aligning to each cDNA sequence. We identified conserved intron/exon borders in the cDNA sequences by comparing the exon organization of spruce MADS-box genes to each other. The position of the first conserved intron/exon border is situated in the 3′ region of the MADS-domain. Similarly, we found a conserved intron/exon border that exists at the end of the K-domain of each MADS-box gene of *P. abies*. We defined core region sequences of *P. abies* MADS-box genes as starting at the first conserved intron/exon border and ending at the last conserved intron/exon border of the K-domain (Supplementary File [S2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Assembly, Evaluation, and Visualization of *DAL19* Transcripts
--------------------------------------------------------------

We tested and developed RNA-seq assembly methods on a single training sample of vegetative *P. abies* buds. We created the Trinity ([@B14]) assembly from all reads that had a mate after trimming with Trimmomatic using Trinity version 2.4.0 (see Supplementary Listing [S1](#LS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We created an Oases ([@B47]) assembly from trimmed reads that had been merged with Pear version 0.9.10 ([@B68]) using the "\--keep-original" flag, and using Velvet 1.2.10 with Oases version 0.2.09.

We created an assembly using our own method: With Mccortex version v0.0.3-554-ga7d6f3b ([@B60]), we built and inferred a colored De Bruijn graph of *k*-mer size 47 from all reads that had a mate after trimming with Trimmomatic. We collapsed maximal runs of adjacent nodes with one incoming and one outgoing edge, excepting nodes at the ends of the runs, into unitigs. We removed unitigs with a mean coverage below four from the graph. We then traversed the resulting Cortex graph from every *k*-mer in *DAL19*\_*ψ*, which resulted in one subgraph. We removed tips shorter than 47 *k*-mers from this subgraph. We created candidate transcripts from this cleaned graph by traversing every simple path from every incoming tip to every outgoing tip. Simple paths cannot contain cycles and therefore our candidate transcripts do not contain cycles either. For every sample, we assessed read support for all candidate transcripts with kallisto version 0.43.1 ([@B6]) from all reads that had a mate after trimming. We ran kallisto with 100 bootstrap samples. We kept for further analysis all candidate transcripts for which the number of estimated counts was one or more in at least 95 bootstrap samples.

We evaluated each transcriptome assembly method based on the length of the match of the transcript with the maximal match to each *DAL19* transcript isoform. We calculated the maximal match length for every assembly by mapping all reads to the four *DAL19* transcript isoforms αψγ, αψδ, βψγ, and βψδ with Minimap2 (default parameters) version 2.4-r555 ([@B26]). See Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} for a description of these isoforms. Match length was calculated for each transcript by counting the number of alignment matches in the alignment CIGAR string (SAMv1 specification^[2](#fn02){ref-type="fn"}^) and subtracting the number of base mismatches in the NM tag. A similarity proportion was calculated by dividing the length of the target *DAL19* transcript by the assembled transcript match length to that *DAL19* transcript.

![Schematic view of *DAL19* isoforms and their genomic organization. **(A)** The two transcripts Acr42124 and KC347015 mapped to *Picea abies* (V1) genome scaffolds. **(B)** The additional transcripts presented in the current manuscript are included. The *DAL19 exons* *α, β, δ*, and *γ*, and the core region *ψ* are indicated. **(C)** Illustration of the cloned *DAL19* isoforms. The MIKC-protein domain structure is color indicated, as well as the position of 5′ and 3′ UTRs, translational start and stop codons, and the position of intron/exon borders. **(D)** *DAL19* exons mapped to the *Picea glauca* genomic scaffold Pg01r141201.](fpls-09-01625-g001){#F1}

We mapped all CCS reads obtained from the pooled sample to 42 core sequences of putative MADS-box genes in *P. abies* using Minimap2 version 2.4-r555 ([@B26]) with the non-default argument "-x map-pb". Twelve CCS reads had a primary alignment to one of the *DAL19* regions α, β, γ, δ, and ψ. We converted these reads to separate Cortex graphs of *k*-mer size 47. For each CCS-read graph, we joined the graph with the short-read graph and pruned unitigs with coverage below two. We then aggregated the twelve CCS reads by whether they had a primary or supplementary alignment to *DAL19_α, DAL19_β*, or neither of these two regions. Four CCS reads fell in each of those categories. We merged the four CCS-read graphs of each *DAL19*-region-based group into a single color. We joined the resulting three graphs with the short-read graph and five graphs consisting of the *k*-mers of the DAL19 regions α, β, γ, δ, and ψ.

For the purpose of visualization, the untig-filtered and tip-pruned Cortex graph was explored by traversing every connecting *k*-mer of any color from the initial 47-mer of *DAL19_ψ* using cortexpy version 0.23.5.^[3](#fn03){ref-type="fn"}^ The complete command can be found in Supplementary File [S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. We visualized the graph traversal of the final Cortex graph (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) with the Javascript library D3 version 4 ([@B19]) and Circos ([@B23]). We calculated the graph layout with a Javascript implementation of CoLa ([@B12]).

![Complete traversal of final Cortex graph using all colors and starting from the first 47-mer of *DAL19_ψ*. **(A,B)** Represent the same graph topology. Colors represent different sources of sequencing data as defined in the figure. Circles represent unitigs. The rim of each circle consists of nine circular arcs of equal size representing one of each k-mer color. An arc is colored if the circle's unitig has non-zero coverage of k-mers in that color. A colored edge connecting circles represents an edge between end k-mers of a unitig in the color of the edge. The first five light colors represent the *DAL19* exons α, β, γ, and δ, and the core region ψ (obtained from cloning followed by Sanger sequencing). Gray represents *k*-mers from short-read RNA-seq data of "totRNA18." Dark blue represents four CCS reads that map to *DAL19_α*. Dark green represents four CCS reads that map to *DAL19_β*. Dark red represents four CCS reads that map to *DAL19_ψ*, but not the *α* or *β* region. **(A)** The area of the black central circle is proportional to the maximum of the per-color mean coverage of the unitig represented by that circle. **(B)** The number in the center of each circle is the number of k-mers that constitute the unitig represented by that circle.](fpls-09-01625-g002){#F2}

Assembly and Filtering of MADS-Box Transcripts
----------------------------------------------

For each of nine meristematic bud samples collected from a spruce tree on August 1st 2016 (three pools of male, vegetative, and female buds), we assembled transcript isoforms from pre-processed reads using our method (see Assembly, Evaluation, and Visualization of DAL19 Transcripts) with the difference that we traversed the unitig-filtered Cortex graph from every *k*-mer in the MADS-core sequences (see Discovery of Putative MADS-Box Core Region Sequences), which resulted in several subgraphs. For each subgraph, we removed tips shorter than 47 *k*-mers, created candidate transcripts, and filtered those transcripts with kallisto as described in Section "Assembly, Evaluation, and Visualization of DAL19 Transcripts." We combined all transcripts assembled in this way across all nine samples in a single file while keeping a single copy of duplicate transcripts. Transcripts that are reverse complements of each other were considered to be duplicates for the purpose of this candidate transcript aggregation step. The resulting file contained 1084 sequences.

We annotated the combined set of assembled transcripts with putative protein domains using Translated Reverse Position Specific BLAST ("rpstblastn" from the "blast" package version 2.6.0, build Jan 2 2018) against the NCBI's Conserved Domain Database (revised on 16 January 2015) ([@B35]) using an *e*-value threshold of 0.01. We kept for further analysis 1073 MADS-box transcript sequences that could be annotated with at least one protein domain.

Assignment of Assembled MADS-Box Transcripts to MADS-Box Core Regions
---------------------------------------------------------------------

We clustered the set of 1073 assembled transcripts that could be annotated with at least one protein domain using CD-HIT-EST version 4.6.4 ([@B28]) with the tuning parameters "-c 0.95 -n 10" in order to obtain clusters with sequence similarity above 95%. CD-HIT-EST provides a representative sequence for each cluster, and we mapped every cluster representative to our list of MADS-box core sequences using BWA-MEM version 0.7.8-r455 with default parameters. Finally, we assigned each assembled transcript in a cluster to the MADS-box core sequence that was the primary mapping of the cluster's representative sequence. Thousand and forty assembled transcripts from 124 clusters could be assigned to 29 MADS-box core sequences in this way.

Transcript Isoform Curation and Multiple Sequence Alignment
-----------------------------------------------------------

The 1040 assembled transcripts assigned to a specific MADS-box core region were translationally aligned using the ClustalW module within Geneious (Geneious pro version 10.2.3 created by Biomatters Ltd.)^[4](#fn04){ref-type="fn"}^. Using the alignment, transcript isoforms were identified by manual curation. BLASTN searches (Scoring matrix: BLOSUM62; *E*-value threshold: 1e-3) against the *P. abies* genome assembly V1.0^[5](#fn05){ref-type="fn"}^ were used to assign scaffolds from the genome assembly that contain 5′ or 3′ exons of MADS-box genes to each transcript isoform.

Mapping of PacBio Circular Consensus Reads to MADS-Box Core Regions
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Minimap2 version 2.4-r555 ([@B26]) using the preset "map-pb" was used to map circular consensus (CCS) PacBio Iso-Seq reads to the assembled and filtered transcripts. Only alignments with an edit distance less than five were kept. The assignment of transcripts to MADS-box scaffolds described in Section "Assembly, Evaluation, and Visualization of DAL19 Transcripts." was used to assign every CCS alignment to a MADS-box scaffold. Reads for which all primary and secondary alignments of a CCS read aggregated to the same MADS-box scaffold were counted in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Long read and differential expression analysis results aggregated by scaffold (MA ID).

  *Gene name*      *MA_ID*          *Number of uniquely mapping CCS reads*   *Number of significant DE transcripts*   *Number of transcripts*
  ---------------- ---------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- -------------------------
  *DAL1*           MA_128164        20                                       15                                       80
  *DAL1*           MA_369170        0                                        0                                        6
  *DAL10*          MA_15122short    0                                        0                                        6
  *DAL10*          MA_15122long     0                                        25                                       78
  *DAL11*          MA_18048short    0                                        0                                        7
  *DAL11*          MA_18048long     0                                        6                                        15
  *DAL12*          MA_13933short    0                                        4                                        8
  *DAL12*          MA_13933long     0                                        12                                       20
  *DAL13*          MA_130755        7                                        9                                        25
  *DAL13_like_a*   MA_2191711       0                                        2                                        4
  *DAL13_like_b*   MA_8198323       0                                        0                                        3
  *DAL19*          MA_16120         3                                        1                                        20
  *DAL19*          MA_162822_long   0                                        13                                       47
  *DAL19*          MA_329880        2                                        2                                        22
  *DAL19*          MA_162822short   0                                        1                                        1
  *DAL21*          MA_126898long    0                                        4                                        17
  *DAL21*          MA_126898short   0                                        0                                        4
  *DAL3*           MA_141872        10                                       6                                        23
  *DAL3*           MA_10256834      0                                        6                                        32
  *DAL3_like_a*    MA_19007         0                                        1                                        17
  *DAL3_like_a*    MA_32676         1                                        1                                        16
  *DAL31*          MA_46639         7                                        2                                        22
  *DAL32*          MA_7858089       0                                        2                                        16
  *DAL32*          MA_138440long    2                                        5                                        39
  *DAL32*          MA_138440short   0                                        0                                        4
  *DAL33*          MA_10079394      0                                        13                                       92
  *DAL33*          MA_276701        3                                        1                                        31
  *DAL35*          MA_9284799       1                                        3                                        20
  *DAL37*          MA_18942         10                                       0                                        20
  *DAL38*          A_20180long      6                                        1                                        11
  *DAL38*          A_20180short     0                                        0                                        1
  *DAL39*          MA_94049         0                                        4                                        25
  *DAL4*           MA_101463        9                                        2                                        110
  *DAL4*           MA_35712         0                                        1                                        29
  *DAL40/JTL*      MA_10432602      3                                        0                                        14
  *DAL41*          MA_57186         1                                        7                                        26
  *DAL5*           MA_32019         0                                        0                                        3
  *DAL9*           MA_6279308       5                                        3                                        19
  *Sum*                             90                                       152                                      933
                                                                                                                      

MA_ID: scaffold identification in

P. abies

genome assembly v1.0. Number of uniquely mapping CCS reads: Counts of long reads mapping uniquely to transcripts associated with a single scaffold. Number of significant DE transcripts: Number of significant associations at FDR 0.1 of transcript differential expression in eight bud samples, across bud types, and aggregated by MA ID. Of 38 groups of transcripts assigned to a single MA ID, 28 groups contained at least one transcript with differential expression across vegetative, male, and female buds at FDR 0.1. Number of transcripts: Number of transcripts assigned to each MA ID.

Estimation of Transcript Abundance With Kallisto
------------------------------------------------

For each sample, we mapped read pairs processed only with SortMeRNA and Trimmomatic to the combined set of assembled transcripts using BWA-MEM version 0.7.8-r455 ([@B25]) with default parameters and a minimum seed length of 47. We estimated the abundance of assembled transcripts with kallisto version 0.43.1 (default parameters) using only read pairs for which both reads mapped to any assembled transcript.

Differential Expression Analysis
--------------------------------

We converted estimated transcript counts calculated by kallisto to read counts using the tximport package (version 1.8.0) ([@B52]). We compared samples based on all transcripts with a maximum read count greater than one (823 transcripts) by (i) calculating Spearman correlation coefficients of the raw transcript counts (Supplementary Figure [S1](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), by (ii) creating a heatmap of log-scaled transcript read counts (Supplementary Figure [S2](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and by (iii) performing multi-dimensional scaling (Euclidean distance) (Supplementary Figure [S3](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Heatmaps were created using the function heatmap.2 from the gplots package (version 3.0.1, \[warnes2016\]) in R (version 3.5.0, \[r_core_team\]). In Supplementary Figures [S1](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S3](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} one male sample looks substantially different from the other two male samples. We removed this sample ("A43_S6_L001") from the differential expression analysis of the assembled transcripts of nine bud samples.

We performed differential expression analysis on the converted read counts using a negative binomial Generalized Linear Model implemented in edgeR (version 3.22.1, R version 3.5.0) ([@B46]) as a quasi-likelihood F-test ([@B37]) for any differences between all three vegetative bud groups. We used the Benjamini--Hochberg ([@B4]) procedure to correct *p*-values for false discovery rate. The results of differential expression analysis can be found in Supplementary Table [S6](#TS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Phylogenetic Analyses
---------------------

Two separate analyses were performed. In the first, the nucleotide sequence corresponding to the complete open reading frame (ORF) of representative transcript isoforms were translationally aligned using the ClustalW module within Geneious to annotated MADS-box genes retrieved from GenBank from the gymnosperms *Picea abies* and *Pinus radiata* and the angiosperms *Arabidopsis thaliana* and *Lycopersicum esculentum* (Supplementary Table [S4](#TS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and Supplementary Files [S3](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S4](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Phylogenetic parsimony analysis of the sequences (in total 116 taxa and 1385 characters) was performed using PAUP 4.0 a (build 161) ([@B57]). A heuristic search with 1000 RANDOM additions was performed with the tree-bisection reconnection (TBR), steepest descent, and MULPARS options in effect. Support for the different groups in the tree was estimated using 100 bootstrap samples using the same heuristic search settings. In the second analysis, sequences outside of the MADS-box were trimmed away. The alignment of the MADS-box and subsequent parsimony analysis (120 taxa and 190 characters) was performed using the same settings as for the full length ORF.

Results
=======

Cloning of *DAL19* Transcripts Reveals Four Novel Transcript Isoforms
---------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to verify the presence of the different *DAL19* mature mRNA transcripts we first mapped the previously published *DAL19* transcripts, Acr42124 and KC347015, to the published *Picea abies* genome sequence (*Picea abies* v 1.0) ([@B39]). Due to the large genome size and prevalence of highly repetitive regions, scaffolds in the current genome assembly of *Picea abies* are relatively short and genes are commonly scattered over several genomic scaffolds. In line with this, both Acr42124 and KC347015 mapped to multiple genomic scaffolds (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Notably the sequence corresponding to the first exon of Acr42124 mapped to the genomic scaffold MA_329880 of 9.4 kbp, whereas the first exon of KC347015 mapped to the MA_16120 scaffold of 74 kbp (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We named these alternate exons *DAL19_α* and *DAL19_β*, respectively. The remaining exons mapped to the same set of genomic scaffolds: MA_54911, MA_844703, and MA_166116. In order to connect *DAL19_α* and *DAL19_β* with the adjacent exon on scaffold MA_54911, forward primers placed in the 5′ untranslated regions of either *DAL19_α* or *DAL19_β* were used in combination with reversed primers placed in the adjacent exon to amplify partial *DAL19* transcripts starting with either the *DAL19_α* or *DAL19_β* exons. Next, we used gene-specific *DAL19* primers in combination with generic 3′ poly-T or 5′CAP primers to amplify the 3′ or 5′ ends of *DAL19*. Surprisingly, this resulted in the amplification of a version of *DAL19* with an alternate 3′ end as compared to the previously published 3′ ends of KC347015 and Acr42124. The sequence that differs corresponds to the last exon of *DAL19* (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Both exons (henceforth called *DAL19_δ* and *DAL19_γ*, respectively) map to the same genomic scaffold (MA_166116) but at different positions. *DAL19_δ* maps to position 4650--4944 and harbors the C-terminal signature motif of the *TM3*-clade EVETQL, whereas *DAL19_γ* maps to position 3239--3505 and harbors a premature stop codon. In addition, the 5′ RACE yielded two short versions of *DAL19* that lacked the MADS-box altogether. In summary, six versions of *DAL19* have been cloned: four long versions with alternate first and last exons (*DAL19_αψδ, DAL19_αψγ, DAL19_βψδ*, and *DAL19_βψγ*), and two short versions (*DAL19_ψδ* and *DAL19_ψγ*), where *ψ* refers to a common core region with four exons, as detailed in Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. All versions have been independently cloned in their full-length versions and sequenced by Sanger sequencing.

Mapping of *DAL19* Transcripts to Genomic Assemblies Provides Support That These Transcripts Are Isoforms
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Given the fragmented assembly of the *P. abies* genome, it is not possible to rule out that we have identified *DAL19* transcripts from different genomic loci. However, the presence of both *DAL19_δ* and *DAL19_γ* on the same genomic scaffold, and the fact that *DAL19_α* and *DAL19_β* are expressed together with either *DAL19_δ* or *DAL19_γ*, supports the notion that the *DAL19* transcripts we observed are indeed transcribed from one large locus. To provide independent support for this hypothesis we mapped the cloned *DAL19* transcripts to the genomic assembly of *Picea glauca* (PG29-V4.0), with which *P. abies* shares sequence similarity both in terms of frequent synteny and sequence identity ([@B54]). The *DAL19* transcripts all mapped to the same *Picea glauca* scaffold (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). According to the *P. glauca* assembly, the two variants of the first exon of *PgDAL19* (*PgDAL19_α* and *PgDAL19_β*) are located approximately 16 kb apart and separated from the next *DAL19* exon by an intron of approximately 100 kb. The *DAL19_α* exon is located 5′ of the *DAL19_β* exon, which possibly has its own promoter inside the large first intron of *DAL19*. The introns between exons three, four, and five of *DAL19* are relatively short and consist of only approximately one hundred bases each. We consider this region the core region *ψ* of the *DAL19* gene (or *DAL19_ψ*) because the fifth exon is followed by a long intron of approximately 28 kb separating this region of *DAL19* from the two alternative 3′ exons *DAL19_δ* and *DAL19_γ*.

Transcripts From Long-Read Sequencing and a Novel Transcriptome Assembly Method Are Consistent With Four DAL19 Transcript Isoforms
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to provide independent evidence of all cloned DAL19 transcripts, we obtained short-read Illumina and long-read PacBio Iso-Seq circular consensus sequences (CCS) of total, long (\>200 base pairs), polyadenylated RNA derived from a single sample of *P. abies* vegetative buds, and a pool of 33 *P. abies* samples, respectively. We represented the short reads as a De Bruijn graph, and then threaded the long reads through this graph. We then fully traversed the graph starting from the *DAL19* core region (*DAL19_ψ*). This traversal (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) shows short-read RNA-seq *k*-mer coverage for the *α, β, γ, δ*, and *ψ* regions of DAL19. Short-read coverage is split evenly between the *α* and *β* regions. When the *α* and *β* regions meet at *DAL19_ψ*, the short-read coverage merges additively. At the end of *DAL19_ψ*, the majority of short-read coverage follows *DAL19_δ*, and a minority of short-read coverage arrives at *DAL19_γ*. This uneven split of *k*-mer coverage between the *δ* and *γ* regions together with the even split of *k*-mer coverage between the *α* and *β* regions is inconsistent with the expression of less than three *DAL19* transcript isoforms.

We attempted to assemble these transcript isoforms from the short RNA-seq reads using Trinity and Oases. However, the proportion of known *DAL19* transcript isoforms that were assembled with these methods was poor. For each *DAL19* transcript isoform and each assembler, we calculated a similarity score. This score consisted of the number of base matches of the assembled transcript with the longest match to a *DAL19* transcript isoform divided by the number of bases in that *DAL19* transcript isoform. Trinity only assembled *DAL19_αψγ* and *DAL19_αψδ* with more than 90% similarity, and Oases only assembled *DAL19_βψγ* with more than 90% similarity (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Therefore, we developed a novel approach based on naive De Bruijn graph traversal coupled with kallisto ([@B6]) to reconstruct likely transcript isoforms containing 47-mers in the *DAL19* core region. Our method reconstructed *DAL19_αψγ, DAL19_αψδ*, and *DAL19_βψδ* at more than 90% similarity.

###### 

Assembled transcripts with best match with known full-length *DAL19* transcript isoforms.

  *DAL19 transcript*   *Length of DAL19 transcript*   *Assembly*          *Similarity*   *CIGAR*
  -------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------- -------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *DAL19_αψδ*          842                            Oases               0.77           103S305M1D347 M405S
  *DAL19_αψγ*          813                            Oases               0.87           103S13M1I291M1 D241M105I 267M139S
  *DAL19_βψδ*          1095                           Oases               0.80           872M405S
  *DAL19_βψγ*          1067                           Oases               0.97           1033M139S
  *DAL19_αψδ*          842                            Trinity             0.92           267S774M62S
  *DAL19_αψγ*          813                            Trinity             0.92           267S746M142S
  *DAL19_βψδ*          1095                           Trinity             0.68           274S767M62S
  *DAL19_βψγ*          1067                           Trinity             0.39           7M1I1M1I23M2I 12M4D234M2I3M 1D7M1D16M1D2M1I 209M310S
  *DAL19_αψδ*          842                            cortexpy/kallisto   1.00           110S842M52S
  *DAL19_αψγ*          813                            cortexpy/kallisto   1.00           110S13M1I800M139S
  *DAL19_βψδ*          1095                           cortexpy/kallisto   0.92           1008M52S
  *DAL19_βψγ*          1067                           cortexpy/kallisto   0.45           177S31M6D41M2D4 M1D4M5I2M4I3M1I8M 2I10M3I5M3I2M1I35 M2I8M2D1M2D4 72M524S
  *DAL19_αψδ*          842                            Nine bud samples    1.00           81S842M52S
  *DAL19_αψγ*          813                            Nine bud samples    1.00           81S13M1I800M69S
  *DAL19_βψδ*          1095                           Nine bud samples    0.96           1050M12S
  *DAL19_βψγ*          1067                           Nine bud samples    0.86           920M
                                                                                         

For each

DAL19

transcript and each assembly the shortest assembled transcript with the longest sequence match to the

DAL19

transcript is reported.

Assembly

: name of assembly tool that generated the transcripts (see Assembly, Evaluation, and Visualization of DAL19 Transcripts).

Similarity

: number of base matches to the

DAL19

transcript divided by the number of bases in the

DAL19

transcript.

CIGAR

: CIGAR string of transcript alignment to the

DAL19

transcript in SAMv1 format.

From the PacBio Iso-Seq data, we found at least one CCS read that was consistent over its entire length with only one of the transcripts *DAL19_αψγ, DAL19_αψδ, DAL19_βψγ*, or *DAL19_βψδ* (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We also found CCS reads that mapped to the *ψ* region, but not to the α or β region. Although these reads could be evidence of *DAL19* transcripts without an *α* or *β* region, loss of 5′ ends due to the PacBio Iso-Seq library prep has been observed previously ([@B50]; [@B13]), and at least one read contained *k*-mers that spanned the junction of *DAL19_α* and *DAL19_ψ*.

The Different *DAL19* Isoforms Have Distinct Expression Profiles in Early Bud Meristems
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From previous experiments, we know that *DAL19* activity is upregulated in both needles and apical buds of cone-initiating *acrocona* shoots ([@B61]). A reexamination using transcript-specific primers that amplify at similar efficiency indicates that it is the *DAL19_αψδ* isoform that dominates in cone-setting *acrocona* shoots (Supplementary Table [S5](#TS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To substantiate these findings and to study if the different DAL19 isoforms are also differentially regulated in wild-type *Picea abies*, we analyzed their expression in buds of different identities (i.e., vegetative, male and female identity) using quantitative Real-Time PCR (qRT-PCR) (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Templates for the qRT-PCR experiments were vegetative, female, and male buds collected during early bud development when most of the bud only consists of a large shoot-apical meristem (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). As control samples, we included bud samples from a later phase of lateral organ formation (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). *DAL19* isoform-specific primers with similar amplification efficiencies were used to assay relative transcript abundance in the different samples (Supplementary Figure [S4](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). With the exception of transcripts with 5′ region *DAL19_α* in vegetative and male samples, all transcripts amplified at significantly higher levels in the early-phase meristems relative to buds collected at the later lateral-organ-formation-phase (Figures [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}--[F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Relative to vegetative meristems, the isoforms containing the 5′ region *DAL19_β* amplified at a significantly higher level in male meristems (Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), whereas the isoforms containing the 5′ region *DAL19_α* amplified at significantly lower levels in female buds (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The isoforms containing the 3′ region *DAL19_δ* were significantly down-regulated in male meristems compared to vegetative meristems, whereas the isoforms containing the 3′ region *DAL19_γ* were significantly up-regulated in both female and male meristems (Figures [3E, F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, by comparing ΔΔCT values in male and female buds relative to vegetative meristems, isoforms with *DAL19_β* and *DAL19_γ* appear to be upregulated in male buds, possibly reflecting an up-regulation of the *DAL19_βψγ* transcript in male meristems.

![Normalized expression of *DAL19* isoforms assayed by qRT-PCR. **(A)** Schematic representation of a bud with a large Shoot Apical Meristem (SAM) commonly found during late July or early August. **(B)** Schematic representation of a bud in late August or early September, when lateral organ formation is ongoing. **(C--F)** Normalized expression of the *DAL19* isoforms with α **(C)**, β **(D)**, δ **(E)**, and γ **(F)** exons. V, vegetative; ![](fpls-09-01625-i001.jpg), female; ![](fpls-09-01625-i002.jpg), male.](fpls-09-01625-g003){#F3}

To test if the differences found in the qRT-PCR experiments are reflected in a spatial distribution of the *DAL19* isoforms in the early bud meristems, we conducted mRNA *in situ* hybridization experiments using isoform specific LNA probes hybridized against longitudinal sections of female, vegetative and male buds. Using a *DAL19_δ* specific probe we detected distinct hybridization signals in the epidermal cell layer of female and vegetative buds, and emerging lateral organs (Figures [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}--[C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In male buds at a similar stage, the hybridization signal was less distinct in the epidermal layer and more evenly distributed into the underlying cell layers in the bud meristem (Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![*In situ* hybridization using short *DAL19* isoform specific LNA probes. Micrographs of longitudinal sections of bud meristems, v, vegetative; ![](fpls-09-01625-i001.jpg), female; ![](fpls-09-01625-i002.jpg), male; *p*, central pith; az, apical zone of the shoot apical meristem; pz, peripheral zone of the meristem. Micrographs **(A--D)** are hybridized with an LNA-probe that specifically binds to *DAL19_δ*-containing transcripts. Sections in micrographs **(E--H)** are hybridized with a *DAL19_γ* probe, **(I,J)** with a *DAL19_α* probe, and **(K,L)** with a *DAL19_β* probe. Size bar = 50 μm in **(A,B,D--F,H--L)**, 20 μm in **(C,G)**.](fpls-09-01625-g004){#F4}

We detected a weak hybridization signal, almost complementary to that of *DAL19_δ*, in sections of female and vegetative buds hybridized with *DAL19_γ*-specific LNA-probes (Figures [4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}--[G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In longitudinal sections of female and vegetative buds, *DAL19_γ* hybridization was reduced or absent in the epidermal cell layer, whereas the signal was stronger in the underlying cell layers of the bud meristems (Figure [4G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In male buds, the signal from *DAL19_γ* LNA-probes matched that of *DAL19_δ* (Figure [4H](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). LNA-probes directed toward the 5′ isoforms containing *DAL19_α* or *DAL19_β* showed a considerably weaker signal that is difficult to distinguish from the background (Figures [4I,J](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Reliable signal of *DAL19_β* was only detected in male meristems, in a pattern that matched those of *DAL19_δ* and *DAL19_γ* (Figures [4D,H,L](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). *DAL19_α* signals were evenly distributed throughout the whole meristematic region of the bud but were lower in the central pith (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). LNA probes directed toward *Histone H2A*, included as positive experimental control, gave a characteristic patchy signal in dividing cells (Supplementary Figure [S5](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Taken together, this demonstrates that distinct *DAL19* isoforms are active in bud meristems of different identity and that cell-type-specific distribution of at least the isoforms containing *δ* or *γ* can occur within one bud meristem.

Our Novel Assembly Approach Identifies 1,084 Putative MADS-Box Transcripts From Short-Read Sequencing
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To assess if other novel MADS-box transcripts exist that are similar to the transcripts we discovered in *DAL19*, we applied our assembly method to RNA-seq data from nine meristematic bud samples to reconstruct likely transcript isoforms (see Assembly and Filtering of MADS-Box Transcripts in Section "Materials and Methods"). We merged assembled transcripts from all bud samples, annotated them with predicted protein domains, and mapped them back to MADS-box core regions. This resulted in 1,084 unique assembled transcripts, of which 1,073 could be annotated with at least one predicted protein domain, and of which 1,040 further mapped to a MADS-box core region. We manually curated these 1,040 assembled transcripts and performed multiple sequence alignment to arrive at 933 likely transcript isoforms. We present single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), indels, and usage of alternate exons in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Summary of transcripts aligned to MADS-core regions.

  *Core name*            *Associated MADS_MA*              *Tot. Number of transcripts*   *InDels*   *Alternate 5′ exon*   *Alternate 3′ exon*           *Short transcripts*
  ---------------------- --------------------------------- ------------------------------ ---------- --------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------------
  *DAL1*                 MA_453949                         86                             Yes        No                    Yes, MA_369170 or MA_128164   Yes_only_MADS
  *DAL3*                 MA_141872, MA_10256834,           55                             Yes        Yes                   No                            Yes_only_MADS due to frame shift
  *DAL3_like*            MA_19007, MA_32676                33                                                                                            
  *DAL4*                 MA_35712, MA_101463               139                            No         Yes                   No                            Yes-3′ frame shift
  *DAL10*                MA_15122                          84                             Yes        No                    No                            Yes-5′ frame shift
  *DAL11*                MA_18048                          22                             Yes        No                    No                            Yes-3′ frame shift
  *DAL12*                MA_13933                          28                             Yes        No                    No                            Yes-3′ frame shift
  *DAL13*                MA_130755                         25                             Yes        No                    No                            No
  *DAL13_Like_a*         MA_2191711                        4                              Yes        No                    No                            No
  *DAL13_like_b*         MA_8198323                        3                              Yes        No                    Yes                           Yes_only_MADS
  *DAL19*                MA_16120, MA_162822, MA_329880,   90                             Yes        Yes                   Yes                           Yes_only_K-domain
  *DAL21*                MA_126898                         21                             Yes        No                    No                            Yes- 3′ frame shift
  *DAL19_like_a/DAL31*   MA_7272891                        22                             No         No                    No                            No
  *DAL32*                MA_7858089, MA_138440             59                             Yes        Yes                   Yes, MA_G76145 or MA_109338   Yes_MA_576145
  *DAL33*                MA_10079394, MA_276701            123                            Yes        Yes                   No                            Yes-only MADS
  *DAL34*                                                                                                                                                
  *DAL35*                MA_9284799                        20                             No         No                    No                            No
  *DAL37*                MA_18942                          20                             No         No                    No                            No
  *DAL38*                MA_20180                          12                             No         No                    Yes, MA_88284 or MA-63649     
  *DAL39*                MA_94049                          25                             No         No                    No                            No
  *DAL40/JTL*            MA_10432602                       14                             No         No                    No                            No
  *DAL41*                MA_57186                          26                             No         No                    No                            No
  *DAL5*                 MA_32019                          3                              No         No                    No                            No
  *DAL9*                 MA_6279308                        19                             No         No                    No                            No
  *Sum*                                                    933                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                         

Core name: The name of the MADS-box core sequence used in the analysis. Associated MADS_MA: The identifier of the scaffold harboring the first exon of the assembled transcripts. Total Number of transcripts: Number of transcripts associated with a specific isoform. InDels: Indication if InDels occurs among the aligned transcripts. Alternate 5′ exon: Indication if mutually exclusive 5′ exons were detected. Alternate 3′ exons: Indication if mutually exclusive 3′ exons were detected. Short transcripts: Indication if the gene has an alternative splice site selection at the 3′ or 5′ end of exons, rendering short transcripts.

We identified multiple isoforms of *DAL19*, which is consistent with the results presented in Section "Mapping of DAL19 Transcripts to Genomic Assemblies Provides Support That These Transcripts Are Isoforms." We assembled transcripts that matched the cloned and confirmed *DAL19* transcripts *αψγ, αψδ, βψγ*, and *βψδ* with a similarity of 0.999, 0.998, 0.96, and 0.86, respectively (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). The CIGAR strings for the alignments of the assembled transcripts to these *DAL19* transcripts (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) indicated that the assembled transcript for βψδ was missing 147 bases, and that the assembled transcripts for the other three *DAL19* transcripts contained fewer than 100 extra bases on the 5′ or 3′ end of the transcript. Furthermore, we detected one additional *DAL19* transcript. This transcript contained a MADS-box that mapped to sequence scaffold MA_162822 in the *P. abies* genome assembly (V1.0).

As for *DAL19*, we also identified the use of alternate 5′ exons for the core sequences of *DAL3, DAL3_like, DAL4, DAL32*, and *DAL33*. These first exon sequences mapped to distinct scaffolds in the *P. abies* genome assembly (V1.0) (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, column 2) and nucleotide searches against the NCBI Conserved Domain Database (SDD) indicated that these exons all encode MADS-domains. However, the transcript isoform of *DAL33* that mapped to the genomic scaffold MA_10079394 differed substantially on the amino acid level, albeit not on the nucleotide level, from other known MADS-domains and lacked most conserved MADS-domain signature motifs such as for example the IKRIENS, RQVT, and the KKYELS motifs (Supplementary Figure [S6A](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Apart from for *DAL19*, we identified the use of alternate 3′ exons for the core sequences of the gene *DAL1* (Supplementary Figure [S6B](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As with *DAL19*, the usage of an alternate 3′ exon resulted in a premature stop codon and loss of the C-terminal domain, which harbors the signature motif of AGL6-like genes (DCEPTLQIGY). We also identified transcripts with a premature stop codon, often occurring shortly after the first exon, in *DAL3, DAL4, DAL12, DAL21, DAL32, DAL33* and *DAL38*. In the case of *DAL13*, we assembled three transcripts with several SNPs that were distributed over the entire ORF. In BLAST searches against the *P. abies* genome V1.0 these three *DAL13-*related transcripts mapped to different sequence scaffolds indicating that these transcripts were transcribed from different genes.

To provide independent evidence for the occurrence of different MADS-box gene isoforms, we mapped CCS reads to the assembled transcript isoforms and aggregated them by MADS-box core sequence. The number of CCS reads that only mapped to transcripts associated with a single MADS-box core sequence are presented in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. The CCS reads were consistent with assembled transcript isoforms *DAL1, DAL3, DAL3_like_a, DAL4, DAL9, DAL19, DAL31, DAL32, DAL33, DAL35, DAL38, DAL37, DAL40/JTL*, and *DAL41* (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

174 Transcripts Are Differentially Expressed Across Three Bud Types
-------------------------------------------------------------------

We assessed the differential expression of all assembled transcripts (1,084) across two male, three female, and three vegetative meristematic bud samples using a quasi-likelihood *F*-test ([@B37]) implemented in the edgeR package ([@B46]). Hundred and seventy four transcripts were differentially expressed across all three groups at an FDR of 0.1 (Supplementary Table [S6](#TS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We had previously assigned 152 of the 174 differentially expressed transcripts to 28 putative MADS-box genes (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The remaining ten putative MADS-box genes did not have any differentially expressed transcripts assigned. Of the 16 putative MADS-box genes for which there was evidence of expression from CCS reads, 14 genes had differentially expressed transcripts assigned.

All MADS-Box Genes Using Alternate First Exons Fall Into a Common Clade in Phylogenetic Analysis
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To examine to what extent the usage of alternate exons in different MADS-box gene isoforms influences the position of MADS-box gene isoforms in the phylogenetic tree, maximum parsimony analyses were performed. In a first analysis, the nucleotide sequence spanning the open reading frame (ORF) of transcripts representing the identified MADS-box gene isoforms were aligned to MADS-box genes from *Picea abies, Pinus radiata, Arabidopsis thaliana*, and *Lycopersicon esculentum*, Supplementary Figure [S7A](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In a second analysis, only the MADS-box was used to determine the phylogenetic relationship (Supplementary Figure [S7B](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In both analyses, and in agreement with previous published analyses, functionally related angiosperm MADS-box genes form monophyletic clades that often also have a gymnosperm sister-clade. For instance, *DAL2* from *Picea abies* and PrMADS1 grouped close to the *AGAMOUS*-clade as reported by ([@B58]) and *DAL11-13* grouped with the angiosperm clade harboring AP3 and PI as reported by ([@B55]). In the first analysis, all *Picea abies* genes harboring alternate MADS-box sequences, e.g., *DAL3, DAL4, DAL19, DAL32*, and *DAL33*, fell into a common clade that formed a sister clade to the angiosperm TM3 clade. As expected, transcript isoforms belonging to the same MADS-box core sequence grouped together. In the second analysis, which was based on only the nucleotide sequences encoding MADS-domains, the majority of the isoforms still grouped in the same sub-clade. However, the internal relationships between isoforms and other MADS-box genes changed, and transcript isoforms assigned to the same core region were split up in different sub-clades. For example, in the first analysis, *DAL3* transcripts number 160 and 432 formed a well-supported subclade (bootstrap value 99) together with the transcript for *DAL3* deposited in Genbank (XY6654356). In the second analysis the *DAL3* sub-clade was split into two distinct sub-clades of which one grouped together with the transcript *DAL3 Like 966*. In addition, there was lack of support for the position of the *DAL33* transcript number 162 in the larger sub-clade of gymnosperm genes that formed a sister-clade to the *TM3*-subclade.

Apart from *DAL19*, assembled isoforms that used mutually exclusive exons in the 3′ region were detected for the gene *DAL1*. In the phylogenetic reconstruction, *DAL1* and its corresponding isoforms did not group in the same sub-clade as the other genes with reported 5′ isoforms. *DAL1, DAL14*, and the isoforms represented by transcripts number 580 and 802 instead formed a sister-clade to angiosperm *AGL6/AGL2-like* genes.

Discussion
==========

A multi-exon gene may be spliced into numerous variants through exon skipping, exon mutual exclusion, intron retention, or alternative splice site selection at the 3′ or 5′ end of exons (A3 or A5, and as reviewed by [@B43]). Our analysis shows that all forms of alternative splicing occur in the MADS-box gene family in *P. abies*. Notably, the use of mutually exclusive first exons occurs strikingly often. We identified usage of mutually exclusive first exons in the genes *DAL3, DAL3_like, DAL4, DAL19, DAL32*, and *DAL33.* In these genes, the first exon encodes the DNA-binding MADS-domain. It is the MADS-domain that is responsible for the DNA-binding properties of the proteins and it has been demonstrated that this domain interacts with *cis*-regulatory DNA elements called CArG-boxes ([@B44]). Recently, it has also been demonstrated that small changes in the MADS-box amino acid composition might influence the affinity of the MADS-box to different CArG-box sequences ([@B51]). The MADS-box domain of isoforms containing *DAL19_α* or *DAL19_β* differs in several amino acids: Two of the amino acids are in the highly conserved IKRIENS-motif and five amino acids differ in the region of the MADS-domain, which, according to structural models, is thought to encode β-sheets (Supplementary Figure [S6A](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A similar frequency of amino acid changes is also found in the MADS-domains of DAL3, DAL3_like, DAL4, DAL19 and DAL32 (Supplementary Figure [S6A](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We hypothesize that the isoforms of these genes have different affinity to different CArG-box sequences and may thereby regulate different sets of target genes. In the gene *DAL33*, one of the isoforms has diverged considerably and has accumulated substitutions primarily in the first and second positions of the triplet codons that encode the MADS-domain signature motifs, indicating that this isoform of *DAL33* may confer a change or complete loss of DNA binding properties to the DAL33 protein.

Apart from changes in DNA-binding properties, usage of mutually exclusive first exons may also confer different transcriptional activity. In fact, ([@B27]) argue that mutually exclusive usage of first exons may constitute a distinct form of mutual exon exclusion because it also implies that the isoforms are transcribed from different promoters. In line with this, we detected differential expression of the isoforms containing *DAL19_α* or *DAL19_β* across female, vegetative, and male bud samples.

Several lines of evidence suggest that MADS-domain transcription factors form homo or hetero dimers, reviewed by [@B15]. In addition, both angiosperm and gymnosperm MADS-domain transcription factors active during reproductive development form multimeric complexes that have the ability to bind several CArG-boxes through DNA-looping ([@B21]). Hence, the activity of a MADS-domain protein is determined both by its DNA-binding properties and its ability to interact with other MADS-domain proteins and associated proteins. Structural characterization of the intervening (I) and keratin-like (K) domains of SEPPALATA3 (SEP3) from *Arabidopsis thaliana* has demonstrated that the domains form two amphipathic alpha helices and that regularly spaced hydrophobic residues in those two helices are important for dimerization and for the formation of higher order tetramer complexes ([@B42]). In the DAL19 protein, the K-domain and the intervening region corresponds to the core region (*ψ*) defined here. We found no evidence of usage of mutually exclusive exons in the K-domain of the *P. abies* MADS-domain proteins although occasional retention of introns and alternative splice site selection could be observed. This suggests that alternative splicing does not primarily affect protein dimerization properties. This has implications for the interpretation of functional relevance of the short mature mRNA transcripts that lack DNA-binding MADS-domain i.e., *DAL19_ψα* or *DAL19_ψβ*. It is possible that transcription of a short transcript that has the ability to interact with other MADS-domain proteins but lacks the DNA-binding domain, may in fact act as a dominant negative protein.

We also identified use of mutually exclusive exons in the 3′ region of the genes *DAL1*, and *DAL19*. In both genes, usage of an alternate 3′ exon leads to a shorter mature mRNA transcript that lacks the C-terminal signature motifs (Supplementary Figure [S6B](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). *DAL19_δ* harbors the signature motif (EVETQL) commonly found in TM3-like genes, whereas transcripts ending with the *DAL19_γ* exon yield a protein with a premature stop codon. Similarly, transcripts ending with *DAL1_α* harbor the AGL6-like motif (DCEPTLQIGY) whereas the usage of an alternate 3′ C-terminal exon in *DAL1_β* leads to a pre-mature stop codon directly after the K-domain. It has been demonstrated that the C-terminal of MADS-box genes are critical for functional specificity ([@B24]) as the C-terminal may harbor activation domains or allow interactions with specific proteins ([@B30]). As judged by sequence comparison with the structurally characterized SEP3-protein ([@B42]), the long protein isoforms of DAL1 and DAL19 have retained conserved hydrophobic residues in the last part of the K-domain that are important for dimerization and tetramerization. The short versions have retained all residues of importance for dimerization, but due to the usage of alternate 3′ exons they lack part of the hydrophobic residues that have been shown to be of importance for tetramerization in SEP3. Hence, provided that the short transcript isoforms of *DAL1* and *DAL19* are translated into proteins, the resulting proteins may have retained their ability to dimerize but could have lost their ability to form higher order complexes and may in fact work as dominant negative proteins.

The occurrence of alternatively spliced *DAL19* and *DAL1* isoforms with premature stop codons is analogous to the MADS-box gene *FLOWERING LOCUS M* (*FLM*) in *A. thaliana*, which in its active form acts as a repressor of flower development ([@B41]). An increase in ambient temperature leads to alternative splicing of the FLM transcripts and the formation of a premature stop, which in turn triggers nonsense mediated decay ([@B56]; [@B7]). In this case, alternative splicing influences the amount of active protein in a specific cell or tissue. In our data, isoforms containing *DAL19_δ* were expressed at high levels in the epidermal layer of vegetative and female bud meristems, whereas the isoforms containing *DAL19_y* showed a complementary expression pattern in the same meristem. This is strong evidence that cell-specific splicing may occur within a single meristem. Alternative splicing may down-regulate the amount of active protein in a specific cell through nonsense mediated decay or expression of dominant negative forms of the protein. This may contribute to the establishment of sharp boundaries within a meristem between cells that express the active form of the protein and cells that express the inactive or dominant negative form of the protein.

Furthermore, apart from use of mutually exclusive first or last exons, we also observe use of alternative 5′ and 3′ splice site selection in *DAL3, DAL4, DAL12, DAL21, DAL32, DAL4, DAL3, DAL33*, and *DAL38*. Studies in the model plant *Arabidopsis thaliana*, and other angiosperm species, indicate that this form of alternative splicing is more prevalent than the use of mutually exclusive exons ([@B49]; [@B67]; [@B32]; [@B62]). Among the *P. abies* MADS-box genes, these alternative splice sites often result in frame shifts and premature stop-codons shortly after the MADS-box region. This suggests that several MADS-box genes may be translated into both full-length proteins and micro-proteins.

Taken together, use of mutually exclusive first exons provides a means to express MADS-box genes from different promoters in a tissue or bud specific manner. The occurrence of different amino acids in the MADS-domains may confer varying DNA-binding properties to the resulting MADS proteins. This may affect the selection of down-stream target genes and may thereby change the regulation of bud development. The use of mutually exclusive last exons or alternative splice site selection provides a means to either produce proteins with different function in a cell-specific manner, or to establish sharp boundaries between an active and an inactive isoform within a single meristem.

We also present a novel approach to transcriptome assembly. We used this approach to assemble *DAL19* transcript isoforms that match the cloned and confirmed *DAL19* isoforms *αψγ, αψδ*, and *βψγ*, except for the 5′ ends of the α and β regions and the 3′ ends of the δ and γ regions. However, where the assembled and cloned transcripts diverged, CCS reads supported the assembled and not the cloned transcripts (dark green, dark blue, and dark red colors in Supplementary Figures [2A,B](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It is likely that the cloned transcripts were shorter at the 3′ ends because the 5′/3′ RACE approach used to clone these transcripts is not guaranteed to clone the full length of the 3′ transcript end. The divergence on the 5′ end of the transcripts may be a rare variant in the *P. abies* reference.

We furthermore used our assembly approach on nine other bud samples to show that *P. abies* expresses hundreds of transcript isoforms containing one of 38 MADS-box core sequences. We found 933 plausible transcripts of which 152 were differentially expressed across bud types, and of which the majority clustered in an expected manner with known DAL transcripts in phylogenetic analyses of full-length transcripts and of only the MADS-box region. A minority of plausible MADS-box transcripts displayed different clustering between the two phylogenetic analyses. This could be due to assembly errors or it could reflect real gene fusions in the evolutionary history of these transcripts.

Our assembly approach appears to have high sensitivity to transcript isoforms of the MADS-box gene family in *P. abies*. However, further work is needed to establish the false positive rate of our method, how this method performs more generally for the *P. abies* transcriptome, and how it can be used for assembling the transcriptomes of other organisms. Our method generates a candidate transcript for every possible 5′ to 3′ path through a De Bruijn graph representation of RNA-seq reads, and it relies on kallisto to filter these candidate transcripts down to a reasonable number. Unfortunately, the number of candidate transcripts generated scales exponentially with the number of branches between any incoming and outgoing tip in the De Bruijn graph. Therefore, genes with more splice variants or sequence polymorphisms could cause the number of candidate transcripts to grow to a size that kallisto cannot manage. Our approach does not handle cycles in the graph, although links as described by [@B60] could be used to traverse small cycles. Finally, our approach cannot detect truncated transcripts together with full-length transcripts, as candidate transcripts may only start on incoming tips of the De Bruijn graph. However, allowing candidate transcripts to also start from *k*-mers with a large coverage increase compared to their incoming neighbor *k*-mers might allow the detection of truncated transcripts.

Phylogenetic reconstructions of the MADS-box gene family have shown that functionally related genes group together in monophyletic clades (see e.g., [@B3] and references within). Based on genome-wide analyses and transcriptome data it has also been suggested that in gymnosperms, MADS-box genes orthologous to *DAL19* have undergone a series of duplication events leading to a rapid expansion in the number of genes and the formation of a *DAL19*-clade in several gymnosperm lineages ([@B16]; [@B9]).

Based on the phylogenetic reconstruction of the MADS-box gene family and their transcript isoforms, all *P. abies* MADS-box genes that display alternative splicing of mutually exclusive first exons grouped together in the *DAL19*-clade. Hence, the observed complexity in this clade may not only be due to duplication events but also due to alternative splicing and usage of mutually exclusive first exons. We also note that phylogenies based solely on the conserved MADS-box may lead to an overestimation of the number of genes and changes in the tree topology, which in turn could influence the interpretation of the phylogenetic relationships between different MADS-box genes. Functional characterization of the angiosperm genes within the *TM3-like* clade has demonstrated that several genes are involved in the transition from vegetative to reproductive growth. We hypothesize that increased complexity in terms of number of genes and usage of transcript isoforms in the gymnosperm sister-clade to *TM3-like* genes reflects a complex genetic regulation of vegetative to reproductive phase change and cone-setting in conifers and other gymnosperms. This regulation possibly involves responses to environmental factors such as ambient temperature or daylight that may influence splicing and the transcription of different transcript isoforms. Temperature is, in fact, used as a predictor of cone initiation in *P. abies* ([@B29]), and we hypothesize that alternative splicing is one of the molecular mechanisms employed by the tree to determine whether or not to produce cones.
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